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An industry leader in health-risk management and third-party administration of self-funded health 

plans, EBMS engaged Kinetic to assist them in broadening their outreach and to seek untapped 

marketing resources and strategies. Through our conversations, it became clear that there was a 

need to connect in more meaningful and targeted ways with independent insurance brokers.

Actions
To kick off the campaign, Kinetic employed an innovative process for conducting in-depth primary 

research, synthesizing insights gleaned, and producing valuable, usable information to assist EBMS 

in understanding and connecting with insurance brokers in both tangible and measurable ways. 

 

Our proprietary primary research process, characterized by extensive and thorough one-on-one 

interviews, town hall meetings and focus groups, revealed a clear understanding of brokers’ goals 

and perceived (and real) challenges in attaining these. Kinetic was then able to craft engaging, 

targeted and actionable messaging to apply to the campaign. At the conclusion of this process, we 

created a report that documented our findings, our insights, our recommended communications and 

messaging strategy as well as a plan for campaign implementation.

Results
Ultimately, EBMS was able to develop forward-thinking strategy and campaign messaging to 

brokers based on Kinetic’s findings. This elevated the campaign from common to customized. 

With this primary research, EBMS now thoroughly understood its broker-client, allowing EBMS to 

customize and implement solutions that are truly meaningful. This data informed the creation of 

a wholistic broker campaign through white paper development, emails and a broker-dedicated 

website portal. EBMS is not only reaching more brokers than ever, but helping innumerable 

businesses offer more affordable and comprehensive healthcare plans to their employees.

Primary Research

CASE STUDY

Industry: HealthcareClient: EBMS
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Our interviews with brokers and some broker analysts reveal insights into their perception of EBMS’ 
development of enhanced data and transparency through portal development, data and reporting, 
and data analysis. These statements and rankings come from brokers that we spoke to and represents 
their opinions from our conversations.

This report includes findings from the broker interviews and rankings, industry research and 
competitor research.

This includes feedback from discussions with:

BROKERS:

Dan Oliver
David Contorno
Becky Bryne
Shelly Dahl
Ann Marie Clark
Jeffrey Bryant
Ed Smith

DATA ANALYSTS:

Brian Barhanovich

OTHER:

Garrett Weldon

SUMMARY.
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WHAT THEY LIKED ABOUT THE TECHNOLOGY, DATA,  
AND REPORTS

• They loved the member portal and felt that it was the best design and interface they’ve seen.

• They loved several of the features of the broker portal, namely the notifications (make it easy for me).

• They were stunned that the data was in real time—they felt this is unique.

• They loved the reporting available through Plan Analytics, but. . . they loved it for them, not so 
certain that the client would get it.

• Premium Analytics received mixed reviews primarily because they didn’t know enough about it and 
felt like this was their first exposure to it.

• They loved and want the data that Plan Analytics brings but they don’t know if they possess the skills 
to interpret it and make recommendations.

• A few alluded to the fact that EBMS aggregates the data on one platform, which they found hard to 
believe, but if it were true, they would be overwhelmingly happy (discussion needed).

• When asked if they would recommend EBMS over another TPA based on this technology and data, 
all said it was a factor but that EBMS’ service was more impactful.

• . . . with the exception of the member portal. The recommendation numbers jumped when they saw 
the member portal. Member experience and satisfaction are big deals to them.

• One broker interviewed does not have a client with EBMS (Becky B.), but as we moved through 
the research, she kept getting more and more excited until at one point she said, “This makes me 
extremely confident in EBMS. I definitely want to get a client with EBMS!”

• The one analyst whom I interviewed was amazed by all the portals. He couldn’t say enough good 
things about them.

• They felt that EBMS is doing so many things right, and they want assurance that the change in the 
company won’t impact service.

SUMMARY OF BROKERS’ 
OPINIONS.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
& NEXT STEPS.

CATEGORIZE THE BROKERS

DEVELOP A MESSAGE FOR EACH CATEGORY

MARKET VIA SEGMENT-SPECIFIC TACTICS

REVIEW RESEARCH FOR QUICK WINS

DEVELOP MATERIALS AND TOOLS  

TO HELP THE BROKERS SELL
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GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT EBMS

We didn’t test on the idea of overall confidence in EBMS. But many of the 
respondents offered their opinions of EBMS as a whole.

Several of the people interviewed had some praise and some recommendations for EBMS, neither 
related to the portal. 

“I appreciate that EBMS knows what they are good at and doesn’t dive into what they aren’t in order to chase 
revenue. EBMS is staying good, better than average, if not one of the best ones I’ve come across.” (Ed Smith)

“What EMBS does well is understand that they should accommodate their customer. But they are confused 
about who is their customer? Broker, plan sponsor, member. They want to have solutions to accommodate 
everybody.” (David G.)

“They pay the bills on time and they don’t screw up too badly.” (Ed Smith)

“EBMS happens to support what I do pretty well. I just wish they didn’t help the other model.” (David G.)

“On a larger scale, I’m very comfortable with EBMS.” (Garrett W.)

“EBMS has the baseline resources to offer a turn-key solution to clients. And the fact that they’ve built out a 
captive is unique. Onsite clinics is also a differentiator.” (Ed Smith)

“They’re better than most in administering RBP platforms. It’s not typical of most TPA’s.” (Ed Smith)

“EBMS needs to make sure they manage the growing pains and maintain their service levels.” (Ed Smith)

Continued

INTERVIEW INSIGHTS.
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We broke the slides into several groupings based on possible activities and information that could be 
presented in the portal. We broke the slides into:

BROKER PORTAL

METHODOLOGY.
Continued

BROKER DASHBOARD- 
GROUP 1 SLIDES ON THE DATA SHEET

• Home dashboard
• Financial dashboard

BROKER SERVICE- 
GROUP 2 SLIDES

• Reporting to client
• Notifications
• Servicing transactions

EXECUTIVE ANALYTICS- 
GROUP 3 SLIDES

• Home dashboard with  
83 reports

• Financial dashboard
• Utilization dashboard

PLAN ANALYTICS- 
GROUP 4 SLIDES

• Group health population 
reports

• Utilization reports
• Deep dive vs. overview 

(red, yellow, green) 
capabilities

PREMIUM ANALYTICS- 
GROUP 5 SLIDES

• Actionable reports + health 
informatics specialist

CLIENT PORTAL / EXECUTIVE, PLAN AND PREMIUM ANALYTICS

MEMBER PORTAL

MEMBER DASHBOARD- 
GROUP 6 SLIDES

• Dashboard review
• Quick actions review
• Notifications review

After each group of slides, we would stop the presentation and ask the following questions
and ask them to rank on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being amazing and 1 being lackluster. We also 
would take their comments on the slides we have shown to this point.


